its impact on device performance evaluated. Previously, it has been shown that higher levels of initial iron contamination lead to lower final interstitial iron concentration after gettering with ion implanted emitters, resulting in longer final bulk diffusion lengths in the more-highly contaminated materials. In this contribution, ing that precipitation played a role in the gettering process.
However, interstitial concentrations remain above the solid solubility in p-type silicon at the gettering temperature [3] , [4] .
Secondary-ion mass spectrometry indicates an anomalously high iron concentration just below the surface [2] . In corre lation with this lower interstitial iron concentration, here we report normalized open-circuit voltages in fully processed ion implanted cells that further indicate that precipitation might significantly affect iron behavior in ion-implanted emitters.
Attempts to locate precipitates with transmission electron microscopy (not shown) failed to discover any precipitates, in part because in monocrystalline silicon there are no obvi ous, immediately identifiable extended defects, such as grain boundaries, to direct investigation. We turn to synchrotron based micro-X-ray fluorescence ([l-XRF) to investigate the precipitation behavior of iron in these ion-implanted samples.
[l-XRF offers both high-resolution, sub-100 nm in the hard X-ray regime, and relatively large sampling areas, typically on the order of 10 2 _10 3 [lm 2 .
[l-XRF has proven useful in probing the behavior of iron in multicrystalline silicon especially [5] ,
given its occurrence at readily observable grain boundaries [6] and dislocations [7] . The evolution of the iron distribution as a function of silicon solar cell processing has been investigated for p-type multicrystalline silicon with standard tube-furnace gettering and firing processes [8] , for in-line gettering of red zone material [9] , and in a systematic investigation of higher gettering temperatures by several authors [10], [11] . Iron precipitates in contaminated regions of n-type multicrystalline silicon ingots are also under investigation to better understand their performance impact [12] .
Here, in phosphorus-implanted and gettered monocrystalline [l-XRF measurements were performed at the Advanced
Photon Source beamline 2-ID-D [IS] with a 200 nm spot size
at 10 keV Details on the analysis of iron-containing particles can be found in [8] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After gettering, SPY measurements indicate a strongly process-dependent diffusion length, as reported previously [2] and shown in The open-circuit voltages (V oc) of completed devices, normalized to reference devices made without intentional iron contamination, do not correlate with the diffusion lengths for these three process conditions (Fig. 1b) . The density of small precipitates, including many that are below the detection limit of the experimental setup (4 . 10 4 atoms/pcp.), and possibly a larger amount of iron precipitated in the bulk. Similarly, the density of detectable precipitates in the 620°C samples is also higher than in the 7S0°C sample, consistent with a larger supersaturation at the lower gettering temperature. These observations will be compared against an iron precipitation and growth model [13] .
IV CONCLUSION
Iron precipitates are detected close to the surface after gettering of phosphorus-implanted monocrystalline wafers. 
